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Abstract

Human hand-crafted features are always regarded as expensive, time-consuming, and difficult in almost all of the machine-learning-related tasks. First, those well-designed features extremely rely on human expert domain knowledge, which may restrain the collaboration work across fields. Second, the features extracted in such a brute-force scenario may not be easy to be transferred to another task, which means a series of new features should be designed. To this end, we introduce a method based on a transfer learning strategy combined with data augmentation techniques for the COMPARE 2020 Challenge Mask Sub-Challenge. Unlike the previous studies mainly based on pre-trained models by image data, we use a pre-trained model based on large-scale audio data, i.e., AudioSet. In addition, the SpecAugment and mixup methods are used to improve the generalisation of the deep models. Experimental results demonstrate that the best-proposed model can significantly (p < .001, by one-tailed z-test) improve the unweighted average recall (UAR) from 71.8% (baseline) to 76.2% on the test set. Finally, the best result, i.e., 77.5% of the UAR on the test set, is achieved by a late fusion of the two best proposed models and the best single model in the baseline.

Index Terms: Computational Paralinguistics, Speech under Mask, Deep Learning, Data Augmentation, Transfer Learning

1. Introduction

For computational paralinguistic tasks, extracting efficient and robust representations from the audio data is a prerequisite [1]. In the past decade, deep learning (DL) [2] has dramatically changed machine learning (ML) from classic paradigms of human hand-crafted features plus shallow models to training deep models which can extract higher representations directly from the data itself via a series of non-linear transformations. In particular, using a pre-trained convolutional neural network (CNN) [3] to learn higher representations under a transfer learning [4] paradigm has become increasingly popular. Recently, pre-trained CNNs have been demonstrated to be efficient to fulfil the tasks of snore sound classification [5,6], heart sound classification [7], and acoustic scene classification [8,9]. Even though the results in the aforementioned studies were encouraging, one factor was ignored: that the pre-trained CNNs used previously were based on image recognition tasks rather than audio classification tasks. Therefore, some high-level features inherited in the audio data may not be extracted from those CNNs pre-trained on image data. Motivated by our most recent work in [10], we introduce an audio-based pre-trained model to the field of computational paralinguistic tasks. We use the data provided by the COMPARE 2020 Challenge Mask Sub-Challenge (MSC) [11]. In the MSC, models should be trained to fulfil the task of telling if the speaker is wearing a surgical mask or not. This application may not only facilitate forensics and communication between surgeons [12], but also trigger potential computer audition (CA) based intelligent systems to combat the COVID-19 pandemic [13–15] (e.g., automatic checking if a person is obeying the rule of wearing a mask in a public scenario).

The main contributions of this paper can be summarised as: First, we introduce the large-scale pre-trained audio neural networks (PANNs) [16] to the MSC. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work on using audio-based pre-trained deep models for the COMPARE challenges. Second, to improve the generalisation of the deep models, we use and compare two data augmentation techniques, i.e., SpecAugment [17] and mixup [18]. Third, we use a late fusion strategy, including the snapshot ensembles [19] which contributes as important part of late fusion without additional training time.

The following section will introduce the related work and the background of this study. Then, the database, methods, and toolkits we use will be described in Section 3. The experimental results are shown in Section 4 followed by a discussion in Section 5. Finally, we give conclusions in Section 6.

2. Related Work

In the last year’s COMPARE Challenge [20], two winners had used a CNN as the feature extractor [21, 22]. Nevertheless, building a well-designed CNN architecture is not an easy task the same as extracting human hand-crafted features. One of the solutions is to use pre-trained CNN models in a transfer learning paradigm.

As introduced in Section 1, numerous pre-trained CNN models were based on image data, which may restrain the capacity to learn higher representations from audio data. Kong et al. proposed the PANNs which are pre-trained on large-scale audio data, i.e., the AudioSet [23]. In one of our most recent studies [10], it was demonstrated that using pre-trained models based on audio data can be superior to models pre-trained on image data. Motivated by this success, we introduce PANNs in this year’s COMPARE Challenge. Moreover, to improve the generalisation of the deep models, we involve a series of data augmentation techniques in this study.

3. Materials and Methods

An overview of our proposed methods is shown in Figure 1. We use the PANNs to extract higher representations from the log-
Mel spectrograms of the audio clips. Then, data augmentation methods are used to improve the generalisation of the models.

### 3.1. PANNs: AudioSet Pre-training

Transfer learning has become the dominant method to get robustness in many fields such as computer vision [24], natural language processing [25], and speech recognition [26]. PANNs [16] are one of the pre-trained CNN models for audio-related tasks, which is characterized in terms of being trained with the AudioSet [23] dataset. The CNN model we chose from PANNs is composed of 6 convolutional blocks and two fully connected layers, which are 14 layers in total. One convolutional block is made up of two $3 \times 3$ convolutional filters, two batch normalisation layers, and an average pooling layer at the end of a block, shown as a figure in the middle of Figure 1. PANNs score high accuracy in many audio-related tasks by pre-training with AudioSet. We compare PANNs with ResNet [27], in both cases with or without pre-training. We use the weights pre-trained on AudioSet as a pre-training, which are distributed by the authors of PANNs.

### 3.2. SpecAugment

Data augmentation has been proposed as a method to generate additional training data for Automatic Speech Recognition [28, 29]. In SpecAugment [17] (see Figure 2), a log-Mel spectrogram as an input feature is masked with a block of consecutive time steps or Mel frequency channels. This augmentation simulates the disfunction of a microphone at a particular time as a mask of time steps or the disappearance in some frequency bands due to an echo as a mask of frequency steps. Time warping, which is a deformation of the time-series in the time steps, is also proposed in SpecAugment, but not used in this paper. We explore the rate of the drop both in the time and frequency domain.

### 3.3. Mixup

Mixup [18] (see Figure 3) is the method in which an augmented input and label are generated from the random mix of two inputs and corresponding labels. We can denote mixup method as:

$$
\tilde{x} = \lambda x_i + (1 - \lambda) x_j, \\
\tilde{y} = \lambda y_i + (1 - \lambda) y_j,
$$

where an augmented input is $\tilde{x}$, the corresponding label is $\tilde{y}$, $x_i$, and $x_j$ are raw inputs, and $y_i$ and $y_j$ are one-hot encodings of corresponding labels. The random mixing proportion $\lambda$ is chosen from a beta distribution with the parameter $\alpha$, which is denoted as $\lambda \sim \text{Beta}(\alpha, \alpha)$, for $\alpha \in (0, \infty)$. By linearly interpolating a new instance between the inputs, the model is expected to predict the middle of two labels without sharp transitions. We explore several values of $\alpha$ in the experiments.

### 3.4. Late Fusion

When predicting on the test dataset, the standard procedure is to train the model with the combination of the train dataset and the development dataset. However, this procedure makes it impossible to stop the training before over-fitting. To attenuate the over-fitting, we can ensemble the predictions from several snapshots of the model weights at some points in epochs with reference to Snapshot Ensembles [19]. It should be noted that Snapshot Ensembles can be applied with no additional computational cost to train the model, because the difference from the normal training is only saving snapshots in some epochs while the normal majority vote by several different models cannot. If the number of saved snapshots is denoted as $n$, it takes time by $n$ times on test predictions as the same with a common majority vote by several different models. We set the number of snapshots, which is the same as the number of ensembles, as 5. Those five snapshots are the weights from 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 epochs. The late fusion of the proposed models and the (best) baseline model is also evaluated.

### 4. Experimental Results

For the Mask Sub-Challenge – as outlined above – we aim to build a robust model for binary classification to predict whether the person who speaks wears a mask or not. The evaluation metric for this sub-challenge is unweighted average recall (UAR) [11].

The structure of this section is as follows. First, the experimental setup, including pre-processing and model training, are presented in 4.1. Second, we compare and analyse the results on two CNN models with or without pre-training, different window size and stride of STFT, varying drop-rate of the augmentation and alpha of the beta distribution for mixup. Lastly, fused scores on the development and evaluation set are reported in 4.2.

#### 4.1. Setup

As a pre-processing, we calculate a log-Mel spectrogram from an audio input with 200 Mel filters. We explored the window size and window stride of the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) as hyper-parameters. Binary cross-entropy is taken as a loss function. The optimiser of the model is Adam [30], and the learning rate is set to decrease in each epoch by 0.99 times, starting from 0.0001. After deciding to use PANNs as a classifier, we train the model for 30 epochs from the weights which are pre-trained on AudioSet [23] except for the last fully connected layer. This setting is kept in all of the experiments we note after here. Python 3.7.6 and Pytorch 1.4.0 are used to implement those methods and models above. For the reproducibility of the experiments, we use our open source toolkit, i.e., DEEP-SELF [31].

#### 4.2. Results

We explore four kinds of experiments: Pre-training and CNN model selection, log-Mel window size and stride, SpecAugment [17], and mixup [18]. The comparison between ResNet [27] and PANNs, with or without pre-training, is conducted with the results shown in Figure 4(a). ResNet is pre-trained on ImageNet [32], and the PANNs are – as outlined – pre-trained on AudioSet [23]. As shown in Figure 4(b), the best results in UAR on the development dataset are 68.4 % UAR with 50 ms window size and 2 ms window stride.

The range of the drop-rate of SpecAugment is 0.0, 0.02, and 0.05 in time steps and frequency channels, listed with the corresponding results in Figure 4(c). We set 50 ms and 2 ms as window size and window stride of the spectrogram and started this experiment. Thus, the score with no drop (where the values of the drop-rate in both the time steps and the frequency channels are zero in Figure 4(c)) is the same setting as for the best result in Figure 4(b). The results show that the SpecAugment does not contribute to the score in the Mask Sub-Challenge.

We further explore the parameter of mixup, i.e., $\alpha$ of the beta distribution, from 0.0 to 0.3 by 0.1. The model achieves
Figure 1: Overview of our proposed system at the right, and PANN’s structure in the middle and left. An input audio clip is preprocessed into log-Mel and dropped at some rate by SpecAugment. Mixup follows that procedure, and PANNs extract features from them and classify whether the speaker wears a mask or not.

Figure 2: One example of SpecAugment with two training data. Left: Log-mel spectrogram of train_00002.wav. Right: Augmented spectrogram generated from the log-Mel spectrogram of the instance train_00002.wav. Black bands in frequency axis and time axis are the dropped steps assuming the real environment of recording.

Figure 3: One example of mixup with two training data. Left upper: Log-mel spectrogram of train_00002.wav which label is clear speech. Left Bottom: Log-mel spectrogram of train_00003.wav which label is mask. Right: A mixed spectrogram of the two spectrograms.

Table 1: The other evaluation metrics (in [%]) of the best model on the development set. The notations of the metrics are: F1-score (F1), accuracy (Acc), precision (Prec), specificity (Spec), and sensitivity (Sens).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Acc</th>
<th>Prec</th>
<th>Spec</th>
<th>Sens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-trained ResNet</td>
<td>70.4</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>72.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-trained PANNs</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>70.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ mixup</td>
<td>70.4</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>72.9</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>68.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Confusion matrix (normalised: in [%]) of the best single model on the dev set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pred -&gt;</th>
<th>Clear</th>
<th>Mask</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clear</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>32.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mask</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>68.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

68.9 % in UAR on the development set with $\alpha$ equalling 0.1, as shown in Figure 4(d).

In Table 3, “Baseline single best” is the result by DEEPSPECTRUM and SVM [11], which reaches the highest score in Test UAR with a single model. “Baseline fusion best” stems from the majority vote of all baseline models [11]. Our proposed method is denoted as PANNs plus mixup, which scored 68.9 % and 76.2 % in UAR on the development dataset and the test dataset, respectively. Majority vote of predictions from Snapshot Ensembles of PANNs plus mixup.

5. Discussion

Our proposed model can beat the best baseline model in this study (76.2 % of UAR vs 71.8 % of UAR). It is worth mentioning that Snapshot Ensembles from a single model outperformed the fusion of 15 baseline models. This is, because the training time does not increase with the former approach while the latter increases, as the number of the models to vote increases. From the result that Snapshot Ensembles did not improve the robustness on the test set compared with the single best model, we could assume that the model was not trained enough to over-fit to the training set. We should still investigate further about this point with other databases.

From Section 4.2, we can say that mixup contributed to improving robustness of the model while SpecAugment did not. This could be because of the dropout layers in PANNs which
In this study, it is demonstrated that, using a pre-trained model by audio data can benefit more for the MSC than a pre-trained model by image data. This finding is consistent with our previous work in health-related audio classification tasks [10]. In addition, data augmentation is essential to improve the generalisation of the deep models. Further studies are necessary to reveal situations which require data augmentation like this MSC dataset does. Finally, late fusion is helpful to improve the performance.

PANNs plus mixup is the weight after 30 epochs training, while Snapshot Ensembles are the weights from 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 epochs. We can think of the fusion of those two predictions as a weighted ensemble of different epochs in one model. While there is a possibility that the baseline single best model had diversity compared with Snapshot Ensembles, this result might confirm that PANNs plus mixup can be improved with further training.

However, we still lack explanations about the best model. In future studies, we will explore the learnt higher representations from the proposed models. Furthermore, we will explore more advanced data augmentation methods such as generative adversarial networks (GANs) [33, 34]. We will consider exploring the capacity of the proposed methods on other audio based health applications like snore sound classification task [35, 36].

### 6. Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced various techniques used to tackle the ComParE 2020 competition, especially for the Mask sub-challenge. We augmented a log-Mel spectrogram with SpecAugment, and trained the model in a mixup manner to increase the data volume and its variety. Furthermore, we adopted the DNN model pre-trained on the AudioSet and fine-tuned it with reference to PANNs.

We found that PANNs with mixup augmentation improved the score while SpecAugment did not. Furthermore, the best model was enough to reach robustness on the test set without Snapshot Ensembles and surpassed the baseline fusion by scoring 76.2 % on the test set. The late fusion of the proposed models and the best baseline model scored 77.5 % on the test set. Future efforts beyond those named will also include analysis of generalisability onto other paralinguistic tasks.
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